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The problem of constructing all integer solutions n, > n 2 L . . ‘1 n ,,, to the pair 
of Diophantineequationsn=n,+~~~fn,, m=n~+..~+n~arisesin thede- 
termination of the degeneracy of a given energy level of an N-dimensional isotropic 
quantum oscillator that is perturbed by an isotropic quartic potential energy term. 
This problem is solved recursively (in N) using the concept of a multiplet, which is a 
finite set of points in a lattice space LN whose points are N-tuples of integers that 
sum to zero. The basic definition and properties of multiplets are given and then 
used to obtain the solutions to the Diophantine equations described above. The 
classification of multiplets into two types, fundamental and nonfundamental, is 
shown to have an important role in elucidating the structure of multiplets. The 
concept of a fundamental multiplet is demonstrated to be an important characteriza- 
tion of the solutions to a pair of Diophantine equations that are closely related to 
those of the original problem. 
Contents.1. Introduction. 2. General properties of multiplets in BN. 3. Recursive 
construction of M,. 4. Radii of fundamental multiplets. 5. The nonfundamental 
multiplets. 6. Summary and concluding remarks. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the energy spectrum of an N-dimensional isotropic quantum 
oscillator that is perturbed by an isotropic quartic potential energy term 
leads to the problem of enumerating the elements of the degeneracy-set 
E,(n,m) defined by 
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where n = (n,, n2 ,..., n,) denotes a partition of a nonnegative integer n 
into N parts (including zero): 
n = n, + n, + *-*+nj+ n, L n2 2 0.. L nN L 0. (1.2) 
The degeneracy set E,(n,m) is thus the set of partitions of n such that the 
sum of squares of the parts of each partition yields the same nonnegative 
integer m. 
A complete geometric and algebraic construction of the elements of 
E3( n,m) has been given in Ref. [l] (see also Ref. [2]). The present paper 
develops properties of E,(n,m) for arbitrary N. 
We have noted earlier in Ref. [l] that the “center-of-mass” transformation 
from RN to BN (the set of all real N-tuples with components that sum to 
zero) defined by 
nit+xi =Nn, -n, i = 1,2,...,N (1.3) 
is very useful for investigating the structure of &,(n,m). 
It is useful to summarize several properties of the map +, since these 
properties suggest he concepts that are needed to formulate our problem in 
the space B N: 
(i) Invariance of the form Nm - i2 to translations. The quadratic form 
Nm - n2 = $ zx: = -!-x.x = R2 
I (1.4 
is invariant to the translations 
n+n’=n+a 0.5) 
where a = ((~,a,..., a), (Y E 55’ This result implies that each degeneracy-set 
in the family 
{E,(n + Na,m + 2ncu + Na2)lcu E %, (Y 2 -n$)}, (1.6) 
is mapped by C$ to the same set of points in BN: 
{xIxi = Nni - n, n E E,(n,m)}. (l-7) 
The integer n$?) appearing in (1.6) is the smallest Nth component in 
all the partitions belonging to E,(n, m). Thus, a denumerable infinity of 
‘The notation ‘% denotes the set of all integers, Z the nonnegative integers, and Z + the 
strictly positive integers. 
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degeneracy-sets are represented by the same set of points in BN. Since we 
can recover each of these degeneracy-sets from the single set in BN (as 
discussed below), it is clearly advantageous to formulate the degeneracy 
problem in B N. Moreover, as will be shown below, the set (1.7) may 
constitute only part of a multiplet in BN (defined rigorously below); the 
formulation of the degeneracy problem in terms of multiplets in BN 
accounts naturally for this “threshold” phenomenon through properties of 
the inverse map from BN to RN. 
(ii) Classijikation of multiplets in BN by residue class. The map R#B trans- 
forms each n to an x E BN such that the components xi are integers 
belonging to the same residue class r modulo N: 
xi E r(modN), i = 1,2 ,..., N, (1.8) 
where -7 is the residue class of n: 
n G -r(modN). (1.9) 
This is an important result for formulating (below) the proper definition of 
a multiplet in B N. 
(iii) Conjugation of multiplets. The map $ preserves the ordering of the 
components; that is, the ordering n, L nz 2 . . ~2 n N of the components 
of n implies the ordering of the components of x = G(n): 
x, L x2 2 - * * 2 XN. (1.10) 
Observe that the components of the point W = (Z,&, . . . ,nN) defined by 
- xi = -xj,,-j+,, i= 1,2 v-.-v N (1.11) 
also satisfy the ordering 
and, moreover, W E BN for each x E BN. 
Finally, one has the relation 
1 1 -2.2 = -x.x = R=, 
N N (1.13) 
so that R is a new point in B N (provided f # x) satisfying the same 
ordering relation and the same radius equation as x. The operation (1.11) is 
called conjugation. The points x and 2 are conjugate points; if ?I = x, the 
point is se&conjugate. Conjugation has an important role in the determina- 
tion of the structure of multiplets in BN. 
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Let us now give the definition of a multiplet in BN, using the above 
properties of the map C$ as a guide. It is convenient to introduce the space 
LN as the subspace of lattice points in BN given by 
LN = {x E BNjxi E a}. (1.14) 
DEFINITION. A multiplet M, of residue class 7 and radius R (R* E 2) is 
the subset of points in LN defined by 
M,= xELN~x,~~~~~xN;xi~~(modN);~~x~=R2 
1 
(1.15) 
Remarks. 
(a) There are solutions in LN to the equation x.x = NR* (R* E 2) that 
do not belong to multiplets because the xi are not all of the same residue 
class. An example is N = 4, R* = 146, x = (14,10, - 12, - 12). 
(b) By definition M, = 0 (empty set) if there are no solution points 
x E LN for a given 7 and R. 
(c) The radius and points of a multiplet M, may be characterized more 
precisely by the following obvious consequence of the definition (1.15) of a 
multiplet: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let M, be a multiplet of radius R( M,) and residue class r. 
Then M, has the form 
. . 
M, = {x = Nu + +I E S,(k)}, 
where 7 = (T,..., 7) and S,(k) is the set of points defined by 
S,(k) = ( UEL~I~U; =kEZ, &= -r,u, Lui 2. 
i i 
The (radius)* of h4, has the form 
R*(M,) = Nk - 7* 20. 
From Eq. (1.17), we note that k and 7 have the same parity. 
(1.16) 
124, . 
I 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
We may now summarize the construction of degeneracy-sets E,(n,m) 
from multiplets in BN (or equivalently in LN) in the following 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let M, denote a multiplet in BN of residue class r and 
radius R. Let n E Z be of residue class - 7, that is, n E -r (modN ). Then 
the set of points defined by 
E,(n,m) = {nln, = (xi + n)/N 10, x E 44,) (1.19) 
is a degeneracy-set with 
m = (n’ + R*)/N. (1.20) 
AN degeneracy-sets are obtained by this construction. 
If nN = (xN + n)/N < 0 for all x E &I,, then, by definition, E,(n,m) 
= 0. On the other hand, some or all of the points x E M, may map to 
points in a degeneracy-set; he particular behavior depends on the value 
chosen for n G -~(mod N). The detailed dependence on n of this “threshold 
phenomenon” is easily given by partitioning the set M, into subsets of 
elements having the same Nth component. Thus, let CQ = -xF) (k = 
12 , , . . . , d) denote the distinct Nth components of the x E M,, ordered such 
that 
a, C a2 C * * * < ad. (1.21) 
(By definition, each ak is nonnegative.) Next, define the subset M,(ak) by 
M,(a,) = {x E MrlxN = -ak} (1.22) 
so that 
W = 6 W(ak) (1.23) 
k=l 
and denote the number of elements in M,(a,) by D,. The number of 
elements, dim& in M, is then 
D, +.D, + ** . +Dd = dimi’M,. (1.24) 
We summarize the dependence of EN( n, m) on n E - T(mod N) by the 
following table: 
Value of n Number of elements in EN( n, m) 
n < a, 
a, 5 n < a2 
a2 I n C a3 
0 
4 
D, +02 
ad-, In<a, D, + D2 + . ..+D..-, 
ad In dim M, 
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Remark. In the case N = 3, the center-of-mass coordinates introduced 
here are x, = 3n, - n, x2 = 3n, - n, xs = 3n, - n. A rotation by 90” about 
the (1, 1,l) direction in R3 and a scaling carries these coordinates into the 
barycentric coordinates (n2 - n3, n3 - n,, n, - n,) used in Ref. [l]. The 
description of the space B3 (= B of Ref. [l]) using these barycentric 
coordinates led to a definition of a multiplet in B3 that is a slight variant of 
the one given in the present paper. The multiplets in B3 introduced here and 
those in Ref. [l] are, of course, represented by the same abstract points in 
the so-called Mobius plane-only their association to 3-tuples has been 
altered by the use of different coordinate systems. We have found for 
general N no corresponding simplification as occurs for N = 3 (see, how- 
ever, Section 4 for N = 4). 
2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLETS IN BN 
We have given in Section 1 the general definition of a multiplet in BN as a 
set of lattice points that belong to the surface of a sphere in BN of radius 
Rm. Of necessity, each component of x E LN must also belong to the 
same residue class 7, that is, xi E T(mod N), so that the inverse map 
n = cp- ‘(x) yields integer ni for each n E - +T (mod N). Accordingly, we 
denote multiplets by the notation M,, where r is the residue class of each of 
the points x E M,. The values that 7 may assume will always be taken to be 
7=0,+1 ,..., k(N - 2)/2, N/2 for N even; r = 0, +l,..., +-(N - 
1)/2 for N odd. 
The most important operation that can be performed on a multiplet IV, is 
conjugation. The multiplet conjugate to M, is denoted by M, and is defined 
by 
fi, = {(-+I -XN-I,..., -x,)~(x,,x2,--vxN) E M,}* (2.1) 
If it& = ML, the multiplet is self-conjugate. Clearly, a multiplet M, and its 
conjugate M, have the same radius. 
A multiplet M’ is a scaling of a multiplet MT by u if for some fixed integer 
u > 1 the points of M’ are obtained from those of M, by 
M’ = {axlx E M,} = aM,. (2.2) 
Note then that the residue class of M’ is 7’, where uxi E +(moclN). 
A fundamental multiplet is a multiplet that is not a union of scaled 
multiplets.* 
21n Ref. [I] we defined (for N = 3) a multiplet to be fundamental if it was not a scaling of 
another multiplet. Using that definition, one finds that 3M+, U 3fi+, is fundamental whenever 
M, , is. The present definition, which we consider to be more basic, excludes 3M+, U 31l?+, 
from the class of fundamental multiplets. 
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Several useful properties of multiplets are immediate consequences of the 
conjugation operation; we present them without proof in 
LEMMA 2.1. 
a. A multiplet M, is self-conjugate if and only if r = 0 or N/2 for N even, 
and r = 0 for N odd. 
b. Self-conjugate multiplets with an odd (even) number of points have an 
odd (even) number of self-conjugate points. 
c. A multiplet M,, r # 0, or for N even, also r # N/2, contains no 
self-conjugate point and no pair of conjugate points. 
d. The multiplet h& has residue class -7. 
e. The multiplets 44, and h?, have the same radius. 
f. Two multiplets M, and M-, having the same radius are conjugate to 
one another. 
g. The number of self-conjugate points in a self-conjugate multiplet M of 
radius R is equal to the number of solutions to the equation 
1 N/21 ;z, xi’ = NR2/2 (2.3) 
such that xi E Z, xi E O(mod N) for M = M, and xi f N/2(mod N) for 
M = MN,* (N even). [The notation LkJ, k E R, denotes the largest integer 
not exceeding k.] 
Fundamental multiplets are the structural elements for constructing all 
multiplets as will be shown below (see Theorem 2.2). For this purpose, we 
next give several results that are useful for characterizing fundamental 
multiplets in terms of properties of their points [see Eqs. (1.16) and (1.17) 
for notation]. 
LEMMA 2.2. A point x = (Nu + 7) E M, with 0 I ) 71 I [N/2] factors 
into the form x = a(Nv + 7’) with 0 5 17’1 I [N/2] if and only if the 
differences u, - u2,. . . , u,,-, - uN, uN - u, contain the integer u > 1 CIS a 
common factor. This factorization has the following properties: 
(i) The components ui of u, the condition 0 I ] 7’1 I LN/2], and the 
integer a uniquely determine an integer s such that ui G s(moda) for all i, 
thus yielding unique vi in ui = uvi + s; and 
(ii) the relation ar’ = Ns + r is valid. 
Proof If x has the assumed factored form, then the asserted properties 
follow immediately. Let us therefore establish the converse, starting with 
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x = Nu + r and the assumption that the differences u1 - z+, . . . , uv - u, 
have a common factor u > 1. It follows then that each ui has the form 
ui = au; + s’ for some ui, s’ E ‘Z. Using the property Ziui = - 7, we find 
(77” = Ns’ + r, where 7” is the integer defined by -7” = &T$. Rutting 
vi = ui - t and s’ = s + at, where oi, t E Z, we find that the new coordi- 
nates oi and the new parameters s and T’ = 7” - Nt satisfy the same 
equations as the old ones: ui = uei + S, ur’ = NS + 7, -7’ = &I+, where 
this result is valid for all t E 2:. We now use this invariance property to 
show that the ui and s are uniquely determined by the requirement 0 L I+[ I 
1 N/2] : Let s’ denote any integer such that ui ES s’ (mod a) say, the one 
above, namely ui = au: + s’. Then, since the ui are given (arbitrary, but 
known), the uj are uniquely determined; hence, so is 7”. Accordingly, there 
is a unique integer t such that 7’ satisfies 0 I I+[ I 1 N/2]. Hence, s and 
the ui are uniquely determined in terms of the initial u] and s’. But the s and 
ui so determined are easily shown to be independent of the initial choice of 
s’. We conclude that for each u, there exists a unique s and unique 
coordinates ui such that ui = uu, + s and -7’ = Ziui where 
0 IIT’I I [N/2]. Cl 
Remark. Lemma 2.2 shows that to each common factor u of the dif- 
ferences u, - ut,. . . , uN - u1 of a point x = (Nu + 7) E M, 
(0 I I +T[ I 1 N/2]) there corresponds a unique factoring x = a( NV + 7’) 
(0 I 17’1 I [N/2]). In general, there exist many such factorings (one for 
each a) of a given point x. In order to present one and the same point x in 
terms of only one factoring, in the sequel we take u to be the greatest 
common divisor of u, - u2,. . . , uN - u,. 
It is convenient o introduce a new term for describing multiplets: 
DEFINITION. A point x E M, is called fundamental if the coordinate 
differences (x, - x*)/N,. . . , (xN-, - xv)/N, ( xN - x,)/N are relatively 
prime. 
We are now able to give two principal theorems on fundamental multi- 
plets whose proofs are closely linked: 
THEOREM 2.1. A multiplet is fundamental if and only if it contains at least 
one fundamental point. 
THEOREM 2.2. A multiplet that is not fundamental is a union of one or 
more scaled fundamental multiplets. 
(Recall that scaling factors are always greater than unity). 
Proof: It is clear from the definition of a fundamental multiplet (preced- 
ing Lemma 2.1) that a multiplet containing a fundamental point is funda- 
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mental. The converse- that a fundamental multiplet contains at least one 
fundamental point-is more difficult to prove. Our strategy for the proof is 
and (i) to assum e a fundamental multiplet contains no fundamental points 
(ii) to show every multiplet containing no fundamental points is a 
union of one or more scaled multiplets (hence, not fundamental). 
Proving (ii) shows that (i) is a contradiction, thereby establishing Theorem 
2.1. Theorem 2.2 is then just the refinement of (ii) in which “scaled 
multiplet” is replaced by “scaled fundamental multiplet.” Let us therefore 
proceed with the proof of (ii), above. 
Every point x = Nu + r in a multiplet ikf, that contains no fundamental 
points can, using Lemma 2.2, be factored uniquely in the form a( NV + r’), 
where the factorization parameters (a,+) (and, of course, v) may be 
different for different points of M, [as remarked earlier, we always take 
u = greatest common divisor of (x, - +)/N,...,(x~ - x,)/N]. Letting x 
run over all points of M,, we will find a number of (u, 7’) pairs correspond- 
ing to the factoring of the various points. Let us enumerate the distinct pairs 
by the notation 
(Oard, a = I,2 ,..., f; b = 1,2 ,..., b,, (2-4) 
noting that one or more points can have the same (a,~‘) pair, or several 
points may have the same u but different T’.~ The notation (2.4) accounts 
for this latter fact (see, however, Remark (b) following this proof). 
Let us denote the subset of points of it4, that have the same factorization 
parameter pair (u~,,T,~) by M,,,: 
Ma, = {W E LNlx = u,w E M,, w E t,,(modN)}, (2.5) 
where w z t,,(mod N) denotes wi s Ta,,(modN). Then, by construction, 
MT = lL 6 q$f,,, each a, > 1. (2.6) 
u=l h=l 
The multiplet M, is thus a union of scaled multiplets (including the case 
of a single multiplet) if each set Ma,, defined by Eq. (2.5) is, indeed, a 
multiplet. That this is true follows from two properties of the points of Mob: 
(i) all of its points have the same residue class; 
3This corresponds to the fact that the congruence relation oy E ~(mod N) may have 
several roots y = T;, 7;. (see Dickson [3, p. IO]). 
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(ii) all points w E LN with w - rO,,(modN) that solve Z,w,’ = 
NR2( M,)/ui belong to it&,, since the multiplet M, includes all points [see 
Eq. (1.15)] that solve &x,? = NR2(M,), and, in particular, those of the form 
x = U~W, where necessarily u, divide the (radius)* = li2(M,) of M,. This 
result concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
The refinement of the above required to prove also Theorem 2.2 is to 
show that Eq. (2.6) may be written as a union of scaled fundamental 
mutliplets. But, in fact, each multiplet in the set {Mob ]a = 1,2,. . . ,f; 
b = 1,2,..., b,} is already fundamental, since by construction every point 
w E Mob [see Eq. (2.5)] is fundamental. Cl 
Remarks. 
(a) The proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that every fundamental multiplet 
M, may be decomposed into a union of scaled fundamental multiplets- 
where alf points in each of these fundamental multiplets are fundamental- 
and a set F, whose points are all fundamental and of residue class T. The 
distinction between fundamental multiplets and those that are not funda- 
mental is the presence or absence of the set F, in the union decomposition. 
Observe that if the decomposition contains no scaled fundamental multi- 
plets, but only the set F,, then F, is a fundamental multiplet; otherwise, it is 
not a multiplet but only a subset of the multiple& since F, C M, and 
F, # M,. An example of a fundamental multiplet M, containing such a 
subset F. is given in Eq. (4.30). 
(b) In order that the scaling by (arbitrary) (I of a multiplet M,, occur as 
a subset of a multiplet M,, it is necessary that the (radius)* of IV,,, say, 
Nk’ - (+)* > 0 (see Lemma 1.1.) and the (radius)’ of M,, say, Nk - T* be 
related by 
Nk - r* = u’[ Nk’ - (+)‘I (2.7) 
with ur’ E r(modN). Applying this result to a,,~&, C M, [see Eqs. (2.5) 
and (2.6)], we find that only those fundamental multiplets Mah of (radius)* 
= Nk,, - r& can occur for which 
Nk - T* = u;[ Nk,, - ~,j,]. 
Using UJ,, = Ns,, + 7, this result becomes 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
where for completeness we recall that each w E Mob has the form w = NV 
+ TV,, and the corresponding x E M, has the form N(u,v + s,~) + 7. Rela- 
tion (2.9) places constraints on the fundamental multiplets Ma,, that occur in 
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the partitioning (2.6) of M,: the multiplets a$,, that occur as subsets of M, 
must be consistent with the constraints. 
Theorem 2.2 reduces the problem of determining all multiplets to one of 
determining the class of fundamental multiplets. The next result char- 
acterizes fundamental multiplets in terms of the Diopnantine equations that 
their points satisfy. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a multiplet M, of 
residue class 7 (1 IIT) 5 [N/2]) b e un f d amental are that the equations 
Tuf = k, xui = - 7, k E Z, k E T(mod2), Nk - r2 10, (2.10) 
i 
possess at least one fundamental solution. The radius of itI, is given by 
R2(M,) = Nk - 72. 
Proof. This result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.1 and 
Theorem 2.1. 0 
Remark. The points in certain fundamental multiplets contain a com- 
mon factor, but this factor cannot be removed from all the points of the 
multiplet without ruining the common residue class. For example, all points 
in a fundamental multiplet M, of radius given by R* = Nk [see Eq. (1.18) 
are of the form x = NX, X E LN. Although the points in the set A = 
{X 1 NX E M,,} c LN solve the equation X,X; = k, the set A is not a multi- 
plet. Thus, this “intrinsic” factor is not the factor u occurring in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
3. RECURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF M, 
In this section we give the construction of every multiplet M, in BN as a 
union of degeneracy-sets of the type EN-,( n,m) with elements depending 
on N - 1 variables. Thus, the multiplets M, in B3 are obtained as a union of 
degeneracy-sets of the type E2(n,m), those in B4 as a union of degeneracy- 
sets of the type E3( n,m), etc. 
Let us assume that we have constructed all multiplets M, = il4,” in BN. 
Then the sets EN( n,m) corresponding to all allowed n,m values are ob- 
tained from these multiplets by applying Theorem 1.1. These E,(n,m) may 
then be used recursively to obtain all M, = My+’ in BN+‘, etc. 
This recursive method for constructing all multiplets M, in BN, while 
complete from an algorithmic viewpoint, is not as satisfying as the elegant 
algebraic method, using the quadratic field K(m), that was found in Ref. 
[1] to underlie the structure of multiplets in B3. Since we have found no 
corresponding algebraic structures for N > 3 that allows one to construct 
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directly the elements of a multiplet in BN, we develop here the recursive 
approach. 
The first result in this section, Theorem 3.1, shows that each multiplet M, 
in BN splits into subsets that are simply related to degeneracy-sets of type 
EN- ,(n,m); the second result, Theorem 3.2, establishes the converse result, 
that is, the recursive algorithm. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M, denote a multiplet in BN of radius R and residue 
class r. Define the subset M,(a) of M, by 
M,(a) = {x E MJxN = -a} (3-l) 
and the degeneracy-set EN- ,( a, m,) by 
EN&VI,) = ~N-l(n~m)~ n = a, m = m, = (a’ + R*)/N. (3.2) 
Then the map $a defined by 
x; Hyj = (Xi + a)/N ix12 9 ,***> N-l (3.3) 
is a bijection between the sets M,(a) and EN- ,(a,m,). 
Proof. The proof is given by a straightforward application of the defini- 
tions of the set M,(a) and the map #a, using also the definitions (1.15) and 
(1.1) of the multiplet M, and the degeneracy-set EN- ,(n, m), respectively. 
r-l u 
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that M, may be written as the union 
M, = u {(NY - a,-a)lY E E,-,(W,)), (3.4) 
L1 
where (Y = (a,..., a), and the union is over all sets having distinct Nth 
coordinates as identified from the elements of M,. 
It is clear that the converse problem of determining M, as a union of sets 
of the form (3.4) is one of finding the a-values over which the union is to be 
taken. Let us denote this index set by A,. 
The index set A, may be constructed from the radius R of M, in the 
following way. Since (Y and m, are related to an element y E EN- ,( a, m,) 
by 
N-l N-l 
a = x Yip m, = z Yf, (3.5) 
i=l i= I 
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it follows that each a-value must satisfy the two relations 
(N- l)m, -CY* 10, (Y* -m, 20, 
where 
(3.6) 
m, = (a’ + R*)/N. (3.7) 
These two conditions yield, respectively, maximum and minimum values of 
ff: 
where the notations 1~1 and [Y] denote, respectively, the largest integer not 
exceeding the number Y and the smallest integer not exceeded by Y. We now 
introduce the index set A defined by 
A = {q,,in,amin + l,..., a,,}, (3.9) 
and, in turn, the index set A,: 
A, = {a E Ala G -r(modN)}. (3.10) 
This construction of the index set A, allows us to state the desired theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2. Every multiplet M, in BN of radius R and residue class r is 
the union of sets given by 
M, = u ad (3.11) 
UEA, 
where M,(a) is the set of points in LN defined by 
in which 
Kb-4 = ((NY - ay -dlY E EN-lbyma)) (3.12) 
m, = (a’ + R*)/N. (3.13) 
It is instructive to illustrate Theorem 3.2 by examples, both taken for 
N = 4. 
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Example 1. Multiplet M, , at radius R = m Since. amin = 8 and 
fflMX = 22, the index set 1s A +, = { l&15,19}. The corresponding degener- 
acy-sets E,(ct,m,) are obtained from Ref. [l]: 
E,(ll,73) = {(8,3,0)}, 
E,(l5,99) = {(7,7,1),(9,3,3)}, 
E,(19,133) = {(9,6,4)}. 
The corresponding sets M, ,(a) are: 
M+,(ll) = {(21,1,-ll,-ll)}, 
M+,(15) = {(13,13,-11,~15),(21,-3,-3,-15)}, 
M+,(19) = ((!7,5, -3, - 19)). 
The multiplet M, , in B4 haying radius R = m is thus a 4-plet obtained 
as the union 
M+1 = u M+,W. 
u=11,15,19 
Observe also that the multiplet M-, in B4 haying radius R = m is 
obtained as the conjugate of M, ,, that is, M- , = A?+ ,. 
Example 2. Multiplet M, at radius R = m Since amin = 14 and 
(Y,, = 41, the index set A, = { 16,20,24,28,32,36,40}. The corresponding 
degeneracy-sets E3( a, m J are 
E,(16,210) = E,(20,246) = 0, 
E,(24,290) = ~(13,lLO),(l5,8,1),(16,5,3)}, 
E,(28,342) = {(13,13,2)}, 
E,(32,402) = ((16,11,5),(17,8,7)}, 
E,(36,470) = {(15,14,7),(17,10,9)}, 
E,(4O,546) = {(16,13,11)}. 
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The corresponding sets M,(a) are 
M&16) = M&20) = 0, 
M,,(24) = {(28,20,-24,-24),(36,8,-20,-24),(40,-4,-12,-24)}, 
J&(28) = { (2424, - 20, - 28)}, 
A&(32) = {(32,12,-12,-32),(36,0,-4,-32)}, 
A&(36) = {(24,20,-8, -36),(32,4,0, -36)}, 
M,,(40) = {(24,12,4, -4O)>. 
The multiplet it4, having radius R = m is thus a 9-plet obtained as the 
union of the sets M,,(a). 
Example 2, above, shows that some degeneracy-sets in the union formulas 
(3.11) and (3.12) may be empty. Indeed, an incorrect choice of radius R will 
yield the empty set for M,. Thus, the result given by Theorem 3.2 is not 
fully satisfactory until one knows the radii of the spheres to which the 
various multiplets belong. We turn next to a discussion of these radii. 
4. RADII OF FUNDAMENTAL MULTIPLETS 
In the preceding sections we have developed a uniform method for 
constructing multiplets for arbitrary N. We have not yet given the expres- 
sions for the radii of fundamental multiplets, and this is necessary data for 
generating fundamental multiplets from Eqs. (3.11)-(3.13). This problem is 
addressed in the present section. 
Corollary 2.1 is the key result concerning radii. One need only determine 
the values of k (see Lemma 1.1) for which the Diophantine equations (2.10) 
possess at least one fundamental solution. We have been able to give this 
result completely, but only by an indirect route for N = 3,4, after which the 
result becomes uniform for all N = 5,6,. . . . For N = 3, we appeal to our 
earlier work (Ref. [ 11); for N = 4, we make use of a well-known transforma- 
tion of Ziu: = k and Ziui = 0 that reduces the problem to one of three 
squares. The extension to arbitrary N > 5 is then an easy consequence of 
the result for N = 4. 
(a) Resume of results for N = 3. We give in Ref. [l] the radii of all 
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fundamental multiplets for N = 3 (see Theorem 4.6, Ref. [ 11: 4 
R*( M,,) = 6p;‘p;z - . -/I,?, 
R*( M, ,) = 2py’p;z . - *p,“r, (4.1) 
wherecui ~Z+,r=o,l,..., and pi denotes a prime of the form 6h + 1. 
The dimension of the fundamental multiplets associated with the radii (4.1) 
is given by IIIz,(ai + 1). 
The direct geometric and algebraic construction of the points of funda- 
mental multiplets given in Ref. [l] is quite different from that given by 
Theorem 3.2 which determines M, in terms of various degeneracy-sets 
E2(cy,m,) (see also Ref. [l] and Dickson [3] for a discussion of the 
construction of these latter degeneracy-sets).5 
The method of Ref. [l] is based on the fact that for Iv = 3 there exists a 
bijective map from the points belonging to MO multiplets to points (x,y) 
belonging to the quadratic field K(m) with norm S(z) = x2 + 3y2 for 
z = x + ym E K(m). The multiplication property %(z,)9L(z,) = 
92( z, z2) then allows one to construct directly all elements of M,, multiplets, 
and, in particular, the fundamental ones. 
Using MO multiplets of the form MO = 3M+, U 3ii?.+ ,, one is then able 
to find all M, , fundamental multiplets. 
One may, of course, use the radii (4.1) in Theorem 3.2 as an alternative to 
the method of Ref. [I] for constructing the fundamental multiplets M,( 7 = 
0, & 1). We prefer, however, for N = 3 to use the more elegant echnique of 
Ref. [ 11. Nonetheless, it is interesting to combine the results (4.1) with 
Corollary 2.1: 6 
COROLLARY 4.1. The Diophantine equations 
i$ 24’ = k,, ; ui = -7,7 = 0, ?I 1 (4.2) 
i=l 
‘%e radius R( A4,) of a multiplet A4, as defined in the present paper is related to that used 
in Ref. [I]-call it R,(M,)-by R’(M,) =fR:(M,), T = 0, & 1. See also footnote 2 of the 
present paper. 
‘The construction of all integer solutions to n: + n: = integer has an application in 
enumerating the degeneracies of the energy states of a (quantum mechanical) “particle in a 
box” in 2-space (with obvious generalizations to N-space). This problem has been discussed by 
Shaw [6], using the well-known procedures of Gaussian integers and the multiplication property 
of the norm in Km) (see also McIntosh [7] for a discussion of such “accidental” 
degeneracies). We are indebted to Professor S. Berry for bringing these references to our 
attention. 
6The integer k in Eq (2. IO) may depend on r; we denote this henceforth by writing k,. 
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possess at least one fundamental solution if and only if the k, have the form 
k, = 2~‘;’ . . -p,?, 7 = 0, 
= (1 + 2p7 * * -p,“9/3, r= 21 (4.3) 
in which case the number of all solutions with u, 1 u2 L uj, fundamental or 
not, is III= ,(ai + 1). 
(b) Results for N = 4. The radii of fundamental multiplets and their 
further classification according to properties under conjugation are given in 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in this subsection. These radii may then be used in 
Theorem 3.2 for the explicit calculation of all fundamental multiplets 
M,( 7 = 0, k 1,2) from knowledge of the I&( a, m,) degeneracy-sets. 
THEOREM 4.1. Fundamental multiplets M,( r = 0, -+1,2) occur at the radii 
given by 
R2( M,,) = 8(2h + 1) 
R*(M,,) = 8X + 3 all h E 2, (4.4) 
R*( M,) = 4(4h + 1) 1 
and at no other radii. 
Proof. We can obtain all the results (4.4) using only M, multiplets. Our 
strategy is to determine the radii of fundamental MO multiplets and those of 
M, multiplets of the form 2 M2 and 4M+, U 4A?+ r, where M2 and M,, are 
fundamental. 
From Eqs. (1.16)-( 1.18) every M, multiplet is given by 
M, = 
1 
4 
x = 4ulu E L4, u, 2 u2 > uj L u4, 2 ui’ = 2K 
I 
, (4.5) 
i=l 
where K E Z and R2( M,) = 8K. [The integer k in Eq. (1.18) must be even 
to satisfy Ziui = 0.1 
The following transformation, which is special to N = 4, greatly sim- 
plifies the present problem,7 
z,= u,+ u*,z*= u,+ uj,z3= u,+ u,; (4.6) 
its inverse is 
UI = (z, + z* - 42, u* = (z, - z2 + 4/z 
u3 = (-2, f z2 + z&2, u4 = - (z, + z* + z&2; 
(4.7) 
‘The u, are the projections of a vector z E R3 on the four three-fold axes of a regular 
tetrahedron. 
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thus 
i u,? =f,zf =2K. (4.8) 
i=l 
The construction of the elements of Ma has now been reduced to finding 
integer solutions 2 = (z,, z2, z3), zi E %, to Eq. (4.8). Observe that the zi 
must all be even, or one is even and two are odd; these two cases 
correspond, respectively, to K even and K odd. The case K even again splits 
into the two cases K = 4v and K = 2(2X + 1). For K = 4v the components 
of z/2 are either all even, or one is even and two are odd; in either case, the 
ui are all even and M, is a scaling by 2 of another M, multiplet. Hence, we 
need consider only K = 2(2X + 1) and K = 2~ + 1, that is, solutions z/2 
and z to the equations 
z; + z; + z; = 2(2p + 1) (4.10) 
for A, j.r E 2. 
Consider next those Ma-type multiplets such that M,, A46 = 2M2, Ml = 
4M+* u 4u+,, where the M,( r = 0, + 1,2) are fundamental. Then each 
such M,, M& Ml must contain at least one point 4u with u a primitive 
point*: For example, if Ml = 4M+, U 4A?+, then each point of Ml has 
the form 4u with u = 4v + 1. If Ml contains no primitive point, then each u 
also has the form u = uu’, where both IJ and the components U: are odd. 
Putting U; = 2uj + 1, we find (vi - b2, u2 - u3, u3 - u,, v, - 0,) = 
a(u; - ?I;, u; - u;, 0; - vi, u; - v;)/2. Since 2 cannot divide u, it must 
divide the differences on the right-hand side, hence M, , is not fundamental. 
This contradiction shows that M,, being fundamental implies that MA 
contains at least one primitive point. Similarly, one establishes the result for 
M, and M& 
It follows from the results above that we can find all fundamental h4, 
multiplets among the solutions to Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) corresponding to 
those values of h and p for which these equations possess at least one 
primitive solution z/2 and z, respectively. This is the case because a 
primitive solution to Eq. (4.9) or (4.10) implies, using the transformations 
‘A primitive (or proper) point is one whose components are relatively prime (Ref. [4]; Ref. 
131). 
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(4.6) and (4.7), a primitive solution to 
i u; = 4(2X + 1) 
i=l 
= 2(2p0f l), 
(4.11) 
and conversely. (The proof is established by contradiction.) 
We next use a result of Legendre’s (see Dickson [5, p. 2611; see Landau [4, 
p. 2501) which states that the equation .$ + 4: + 532 = m has at least one 
primitive integer solution 5 for all m E Z not of the form &I + 7 or 4b, and 
no integer solution for m of either of these forms. Thus, Eq. (4.9) has at least 
one primitive solution z/2 for all h not of the form 4a - 1, and no integer 
solutions for X = 4a - 1, while Eq. (4.10) has at least one primitive solution 
for all p E Z. 
The correspondence between the solutions to Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) for 
these allowed values of A and /A and the three types of multiplets M,, 2M,, 
4M+, is resolved fully by the form of the associated radius formula 
R2(%4,) = 4k, - r2. We now consider each type in turn. 
Consider first that MA = 2M2. This implies that each 4u E i$ has the 
form ui = 2u, + 1 (i = 1,2,3,4) yielding z,/2 = 0, + o2 + 1, z2/2 = u, 
+ 0s + 1, zs /2 = u2 + 2)s + 1 as well as Z:= ,( ~~/2)~ = odd number. Con- 
versely, every solution to Eq. (4.9) yields ui in Eq. (4.7) that are all odd (by 
parity arguments). Thus, the set of all integer solutions to Eq. (4.9) determines 
an M2 multiplet of ( radius)2 of the form R2( M2) = a R2( M,,) = &uf = 4(2h 
+ l), X E Z, which may be fundamental or not; we resolve this below in (ii) 
and (iii). 
Consider next the possibility M,!,’ = 4M+, U 4&+,. Then ui = 4ui + 1 
(i = 1,2,3,4) or ui = 4ui - 1 (i = 1,2,3,4), and in either case, we find 
2& ,( ~~/2)~ = 8~ + 3 for some p E Z; the corresponding (radius)2 of M, , 
is R2(M,,) = 8~ + 3, and we have yet to show whether or not M,, is 
fundamental. We also resolve this below in (iii). 
We now use the preceding results to make the following conclusions for 
fundamental multiplets: 
(i) The set of all solutions to Eq. (4.10) determines through Eqs. (4.7) 
and x = 4u a fundamental multiplet MO for each p E Z; its (radius)2 is 
R2( MO) = 4 X 2(2~ + 1). This result is true because MO multiplets having 
radii of this form contain a primitive point and cannot be written as unions 
of scaled M + , or M2 multiplets, since numbers of the form 2(2~ + 1) = 
R2( MO)/4 are never CJ~ times a number of the form 4(4~ + 1) = R2( MA)/4 
= R2(M2), or of the form 4(8~ + 3) = R2(M{)/4 = 4R2(M,,); these 
numbers include all allowed forms of the (radius)2 = 4(2X + 1) of M2 and 
2 M %, multiplets discussed above. (The remaining possibility 4(8~ + 7) = 
R2( MA)/4, where h = 4~ + 3, is excluded by Legendre’s result.) 
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(ii) The set of all solutions to Eq. (4.9) for A = even = 2~ determines a 
fundamental M2 multiplet using Eqs. (4.7) and 2u E M2. This M2 multiplet 
is fundamental because it contains a primitive point and cannot be written 
as a union of scaled M, , multiplets since numbers of the form 4(4p + 1) = 
R2(M2) are never a2 times numbers of the form 4(8~ + 3) = 4R2(M,,) = 
R2WL,). 
(iii) We still need to consider solutions to Eq. (4.9) for h = 4~ + 1. We 
have already shown that every solution to Eq. (4.9) determines apoint of an 
M2 multiplet. This multiplet has the following structure: For X = odd in Eq. 
(4.9) the components of z/2 are all odd and yield ui [through Eqs. (4.7)] of 
the form u, = 2(v, + v2 - Ye) + 1, u2 = 2(v, - v2 + Ye) + 1, u3 = 2(--v, 
+ v2 + vg) + 1, where each vi E 5.5. For all combinations of the parities of 
the vi, one finds that the ui are either such that ui E + 1 (mod4) (i = 
1,2,3,4) or ui E -1 (mod4) (i = 1,2,3,4). It follows that the set of all 
solutions to Eq. (4.9) for 2X + 1 = 8~ + 3 determines an M2 multiplet of 
the form A4; = 2M+, U 2fi+, with points (2~) (the occurrence of A?+, 
together with M,, follows from the fact that for each solution point 
U-$1 there is also a solution point ti E A?+ ,). Finally, the M, , (hence, 
also M,,) in this result is a fundamental multiplet because it contains at 
least one primitive point, and therefore cannot be a scaling of another 
multiplet of residue class k 1. Moreover, a point of residue class + 1 can 
never contain a point that is a scale of a point of residue class 0 or 2. 
This completes the very lengthy proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
Remark. The splitting of the solutions to Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) into 
multiplets M,, Mh = 2ki2, A!; = 2M,, could also be inferred by consider- 
ing the parity (i) of K; (ii) of the components of u; (iii) of the components of 
v in (4v + 2) E M2; and (iv) of (4w -t 1) E M,,. However, the crucial 
observation that the multiplets M,( 7 = 0, + 1) are fundamental depends on 
Legendre’s result on primitivity. We have therefore preferred to use the 
transformation u 3 z at the outset. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 also proves: 
COROLLARY 4.2. The Diophantine equations 
j, ui’ = k,, $ ui = -7, r = 0, + 1,2 
i= I 
(4.12) 
possess at least one fundamental solution if and on& if the k, have the forms 
(4.13) 
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These results are consistent with those of Realis (see Dickson [5, p. 2931). 
The fundamental multiplets Ma and M, (radii given in Theorem 4.1) may 
be classified further using properties of their self-conjugate points. Let us 
introduce the notation 
k(a) = ki%k;z. . .k,Qr, each (Y~ E 2, 
p, = qq42.. .hP* s 3 each pi E Z, 
(4.14) 
where ki and hi denote distinct 4h + 1 and 4h - 1 primes, respectively. 
Then, since every odd number has a unique representation k(“)h@) in terms 
of primes, we may express the radii of fundamental M, and it4, multiplets in 
terms of 4h + 1 primes. Using this result, we obtain the following classifica- 
tions: 
THEOREM 4.2. Fundamental M, and M2 multiplets may be divided into 
three classes (i)-(iii) according to the forms of their radii: 
R2(M,) = 8k’“)h’8’ 7 (4.15) 
R2(M2) = 4k(*)h@), /3, + . . . +Is, even. (4.16) 
(i) All /Ii = 0. Fundamental multiplets with radii having this form contain 
at least one self-conjugate point, say, 4u in the case of MO and 2u’ in the case of 
M2 such that u and d are primitive. 
(ii) All pi even, but not all zero. Fundamental multiplets with radii having 
this form contain at least one self-conjugate point, but each such point, say, 4u 
in the case of MO and 2~’ in the case of M2 has u and II’ as scaled points. 
(iii) At least one pi odd. These multiplets contain no self-conjugate points. 
Proof A self -conjugate point 4u E M, or9 2u E M, has u = 
(U,,UZI -u2r -u,) with u, 1 uz L 0 so that zs = 0 in Eqs. (4.6). It follows 
from Theorem 4.1 that the subsets, say, C( M,) and C( M2) of self-conjugate 
points in any fundamental multiplets MO and M2, respectively, are given by 
C(M,) = {2(z, + z2,z, - z2,-z, + z2,-z, - z2) 
IL, L z2 IO, zi E z, zf + z; = 2k’“‘h@)}, (4.17) 
C(4) = {<z, + z2,zl - z2,-z1 + z2r-z1 - 4 
Iz, Lz, 10,Zi E z, z; + ~2’ = 4k’“‘h@‘}, (4.18) 
‘Recall that the points of M2 are obtained from the MO-multiplet using MO = 2M,, Eq. 
(4.9) with X even, and Eqs. (4.7). 
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where & + -9 e + & is even in Eq. (4.18). Statements (i)-(m) now follow 
from the fact (see Dickson [3, p. 801) that the equations 
z; + z; = 2k@UP), (4.19) 
(z, /2)’ + ( z2 /2)’ = k(“W), /3, + . . . + Is, even (4.20) 
have primitive solutions (z,, z2) and (z, /2, z2 /2), respectively, if and only if 
the pi are all zero; they have solutions scaled by [II@)] ‘I2 if and only if all 
the pi are even; and they have no solutions at all if /r(B) is not a square. 
(Observe that the parities of z, and z2 are such that z, + z2 and z, - z2 are 
even so that all points in C(M,,) will contain the factor 4, while those in 
C(M,) will be of the form 2(odd), as required.) 0 
Remark. The existence of the transformation (4.6) for N = 4 allows one 
to give an alternative (to Theorem 3.2) construction of the fundamental 
multiplets M,. The proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that the fundamental 
multiplets M, of (radius)2, R2(A4,,) = 8(2A + l), R2(M,,) = 8X + 3, and 
R2(M2) = 4(4X + 1) are given, respectively, by the following sets of points, 
where in each set the point u is obtained from the point z by the 
transformation (4.7): 
z-z = 2(2A + 1) 
eachzi Ekandz, 2z2 LIZ,\ LO 
each ui ZE % 1 (mod4); (z/2)-(2/2) = 8h + 3 
(z/2)*(2/2) = 4h + 1 
(zi/2)Ekandz,2z2LJz,JL0 ’ 
(4.21) 
The condition z, L z2 L ]zg] L 0 is equivalent o U, L u2 L ug 2 u4, this 
result following from the transformation (4.7); moreover, if (z,,z2,zg) + u, 
then (z,,z2, -zs) + 8. 
A formula, which expresses the dimension of a multiplet in terms of the 
number of elements in the degeneracy-sets {I$,- ,( CX, m,)} may be obtained 
from Eq. (3.11). We discuss this result for general N in the Remarks in 
Section 4(d). We note here some special results available for N = 4 in 
consequence of Eqs. (4.21), although we will be unable to obtain a fully 
satisfactory expression for the desired dimension of a multiplet. The results 
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we discuss are due to Gauss and Dirichlet (with special cases due to many 
others-see Dickson [5, Chap. VII]). 
Let m > 0 be an integer and let cp(m) denote the number of primitive 
solutions to 4: + [: + .$i = m, where for a given solution (<,,<z,.$s) the 
integer +(m) includes the distinct triples among (&[!,, tEi,, ?Ei,) obtained 
from any combination of + signs and any permutatton (i,, i,, i3) of (1,2,3). 
[For example, (2,1,0) is one of 24 solutions for m = 5.1 Gauss related the 
number +(m) to the number of classes of primitive binary quadratic forms 
of determinant -m; Dirichlet obtained explicit expressions for the number 
h(d) of classes of primitive binary quadratic forms of discriminant d 
(defined below). Using d = -4m and formulas given in Landau [4], we find 
the following results for the three cases of interest here [see Eqs. (4.21)]: 
+(m) = 12h( -4m), m E 1 or 2(mod4), 
= 8h(-4m), m E 3(mod8). 
(4.22) 
For completeness, it is useful to summarize the formulas for h(d) given 
by Landau [4]; in the following, the discriminant is always negative. 
First, let us give briefly some of the terms and notations used in these 
formulas. Throughout this discussion, the symbol d denotes the discriminant 
d = b* - 4ac of the binary quadratic form ax* + bxy + cy*, where 
a, b, c,x,y E %. Such a form is not factorable into linear forms if and only if 
d is a nonsquare and either d E O(mod4) or d = 1 (mod4). Henceforth, the 
term discriminant signifies an integer of this type. The symbol h(d) denotes 
the number of (inequivalent) classes of primitive binary quadratic forms of 
discriminant d, where primitive means those forms for which a, b,c are 
relatively prime. (See Landau [4, p. 1761, for the direct definition of h(d) in 
terms of certain integer solutions to b * - 4ac = d.) A discriminant f is said 
to be fundamental if and only if it is not divisible by an odd prime squared 
and is either odd, or is = 8(mod16), or is G 12(mod16). Every discrimi- 
nant d may then be written uniquely as d = s*f, where f is a fundamental 
discriminant and s* is the largest odd square that divides d (Landau [4, p. 
2191). 
Let d, f, and s have the meanings defined above, and let p denote a prime 
factor of s. Then the relation between h(d) and h( f ) for d < 0, f < 0 is 
h(d) = s*w$yf) v( 1 - ($)f), (4.23) 
where the product is to be taken over all prime factors of s (excluding 1) (see 
Landau [4, pp. 196, 2191). The quantities appearing in Eq. (4.23) have the 
following definitions: 
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The symbol w(d) denotes 
w(d) = 1 ford>O, 
=2 ford < -4, 
= 4 ford= -4, (4.24) 
= 6 ford= -3 
for arbitrary discriminants, fundamental or not; the symbol ($) is 
Kronecker’s symbol, which we define below; and the number h(f) of 
classes of primitive binary forms having fundamental discriminant f < 0 is 
given by 
h(f) = (4.25) 
(See Landau [4, p. 2881.) 
Kronecker’s symbol, which appears in both Eqs. (4.23) and (4.25), is 
defined for all discriminants d and for all integers r = 1,2,. . . . It is either 
zero or a Jacobi symbol according to the rule,‘0 
=o for (r,d) > 1, 
for(r,d) = 1 andd- l(mod4), 
(4.26) 
for (r,d) = 1 and d E O(mod4). 
Here (r, d) denotes the greatest common divisor of r and d so that 
(r, d) = 1 for r and d relatively prime. Jacobi’s symbol (I) is defined for all 
integers n = *I, &2,... and all odd integers k > 0 such that (n, k) = 1 
by 
(4.27) 
where ( 1 $ , for p an odd prime, is Legendre’s ymbol,‘o and the product is 
over all primes, including repetitions, that occur in the prime decomposition 
of k (by definition, (T) = 1, all n # 0). Finally, Legendre’s ymbol (a) is 
defined for all integers n = 2 1, + 2, . . . and all primes p such that (n, p) 
“The notation for Kronecker, Jacobi, and Legendre symbols is the same; the meanings are 
distinguished by their domains of definition, their values coinciding in the intersection of their 
domains of definition. 
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= 1 to be + 1 or - 1 by the rule 
n 
( 1 i 
= +1 if x2 G n (mod p) has a solution, (4.28) 
= -1 if not. 
In applying Eq. (4.22), one first determines whether d = -4m G 
O(mod4) is fundamental or not and then uses Eq. (4.25) directly, or Eqs. 
(4.23) and (4.25), together to determine h( -4m). The number +(m) is then 
the number of primitive solutions to 6: + [z + 5: = m (counting permuta- 
tions and + signs as described above). 
To obtain the number of integer solutions to 5: + <$ + 5: = m (permu- 
tations and k signs allowed), we now form the sum 
I: ev~*)~ (4.29) 
0*21 
where the summation is over all square divisors a2 of m (this formula thus 
counts all scaled solutions as well as primitive ones). 
Equation (4.29) does not yield the desired dimension formula for a 
multiplet, since, in general, it overcounts by including all permutations and 
t signs of the & in any solution (.$,,[2r<3). There appears to be no simple 
way to remove this overcounting from the number (4.29), short of knowing 
the explicit set of solutions. 
(c) Results for N = 5. A new structure, which does not occur for 
N = 2,3,4, appears at N = 5. Let us illustrate this by an example. Consider 
the Me multiplet with points determined by the set of solutions to 
5: ui’ = 70, 
i=l 
ii, ‘i = O* 
These solutions are found directly to yield 
MO = {5u(‘)li = 1,2 ,..., S}, 
where 
u”’ = (7,0, - 1, -2, -4), 
u(*) = (6,2, -1, -2, -5), 
u@’ = (5,4, -2, -3, -4), 
u(‘) = (6,1,1,-4,-4), 
and u(4, = @‘, ,&5, = $9, ,$6, = ~(3’, U(8) = fit7,. 
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The multiplet M, may be written as the union 
MO = so u 5M+, u 5ti+,, (4.30) 
where S, = (5u(‘)li = 1 2 , , . . . ,6} and M,, = {II(‘)}. 
Observe that i&f, is a fundamental multiplet (Theorem 2.1 or 2.2); it 
contains as subsets the scaling by 5 of the fundamental multiplets M, , and 
a+, and a subset S,,, whose points are all fundamental. This structure does 
not occur for N = 4, since such an S,, must have a radius of the form 
R2(S,) = 8(2~ + I), while R2(aM,,) = a2(8X + l), and there exist no 
nonnegative integers h, p, and u for which R2(aM, ,) = R*(S,). For the 
same reason uM2, where M2 is fundamental, cannot be a subset of an MO 
fundamental multiplet for N = 4. A similar result follows for N = 3 from 
Eqs. (4.1). 
The result found in the example above is illustrative of the fact that for 
N 2 5 a scaled fundamental multiplet may have a radius that coincides with 
that of another fundamental multiplet. Moreover, it may happen for some N 
that the radii of fundamental multiplets themselves coincide (see the Re- 
marks at the end of the next section). The generality of this structure is 
contained in the next 
THEOREM 4.3. For N = 5, fundamental multiple& M, (7 = 0, + 1, &2) 
occur at all radii given by 
R*(M,) = 5k, - TV, 7=0,+1,*2 , (4.31) 
where k, E Z has the same parity as r and such that 5k, - r2 1 0. 
Theorem 4.3 expresses the result that all radii allowed by the residue class 
(see Lemma 1.1) do, in fact, occur as radii of fundamental multiplets. In 
giving the proof we rely heavily on the results already established for N = 4. 
We shall prove Theorem 4.3 by establishing (see Corollary 2.1) 
LEMMA 4.1. The Diophantine equations 
&f =k,, i u; = -7,r=O,?l,rt2 
i=l 
(4.32) 
have at least one fundamental solution for all k, E Z, k, E r(mod2). 
Proof: The Lemma is valid for the values of k, given, respectively, by 
k, = 2(2X + l), k,, = 2A + 1, and k,, = 2(2A + l), all X E Z. This 
result follows from Corollary 4.2 by setting us = 0 in Eq. (4.32) and noting 
that (u19~2,~J,~4r ) 0 is fundamental whenever (u,, u2, u3,u4) is. Moreover, fi 
is a solution to Eqs. (4.32) for -7 if u is a solution for 7. Thus, the Lemma 
is also valid for k-, = 2(2A + 1). These results prove the Lemma except 
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for the values k, = 4h, k k2 = 4h, X E Z. Now choose u5 in Eqs. (4.32) to 
be + 1 or - 1 to obtain the system of equations for N = 4: 
;9 =4x- 1, i ui = -7,7= -+l. 
i=l 
Using the fundamental solutions (u,,uz,uJ,u~) to these equations (N = 4) 
(Corollary 4.2) and the fact that (u,, z+, z+, uq, + 1) is fundamental whenever 
(ul, u2, u3, u4) is, we obtain the desired fundamental solutions 
(u,,u2,u3,u4, + 1) to Eq. (4.32) for r = 0, -C2. 17 
(d) Results for arbitrary N 2 5. The results obtained for N = 5 now 
generalize to arbitrary N > 5: 
THEOREM 4.4. For all N L 5, fundamental multiplets M, with jr) = 
0, A..., [N/21 occur at all radii given by 
R2(M,) = Nk, - TV, (4.33) 
where k, E Z has the same parity as 7 and such that Nk, - r2 L 0. 
Theorem 4.4 is a consequence of Corollary 2.1 and” 
LEMMA 4.2. The Diophantine equations 
&.$=k,, ;ui=r,‘cr=O,l. . . . . lN/2], (4.34) 
i=l i= I 
have at least one fundamental solution for all k, E 2, k, I= r(mod2) for a/l 
N 2 5. 
ProofI The proof is by induction on N using the validity of the Lemma 
for N = 5. Thus let u’ = (u;,..., z&-t) denote a fundamental solution for 
specified r to Eq. (4.34) when N is replaced by N - 1. Then u = (u’,O) is a 
fundamental solution to Eqs. (4.34) except for 7 = N/2 when Nis even. We 
consider u = (v, - l), where v is a fundamental solution to 
N-l N-l 
2, v: =k, -1, z vi = - (T - 1). 
i=l 
Then u is a fundamental solution to Eq. (4.34), and, in particular, this result 
now establishes the Lemma for r = N/2. 0 
An immediate consequence is the important 
“Observe that for N even, we have M,,,,2 = M-,,, so that the values CT = 
0, I,. . , [N/21 are appropriate for all N. 
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COROLLARY 4.3. For N 1 5, every multiplet M, is fundamental. 
Proof: Every multiplet M, has a (radius)2 of the form Nk, - r2 L 0 
[Lemma (l.l)] and every (radius)2 of this form is the (radius)2 of a 
fundamental multiplet (Theorem 4.4). 0 
Remarks. 
(a) Theorem 4.4 provides us with the radii required for input data to 
Eqs. (3.11) and (3.13), which give the explicit construction of the points in 
each fundamental multiplet i&f,. Although there are numerous special results 
available (see Dickson [5, Chaps. VIII and IX]) for the number of represen- 
tations of an integer m as a sum of N squares, none of these results is 
directly applicable to the determination of the dimension of a fundamental 
multiplet M,” (we now addend the superscript N to M, to make explicit the 
value of N). The best result that we can give for this dimension is a 
recursive formula based on Eqs. (3.1 l)-(3.13): 
dimMy = z DN-,(a,ma). 
LIEA, 
(4.35) 
In this result D,,,- ,( a, m,) denotes the number of elements in the degener- 
acy-set EN-,(cx,m,) for each (Y E A, and 
m, =[a2 + Ri(M,)]/N (4.36) 
in which Ri( M,) is given, respectively, by Eqs. (4.1), (4.4) and (4.33) for 
N = 3,4,1 5. Starting with the radii (4.1) of fundamental multiplets for 
N = 3, we first determine, using the table at the end of Section 1, the 
&(a, m,) for all (Y that enter into Eq. (4.35) for N = 4, and for each 
Ri(M,). Using Eq. (4.35) we then calculate dim M,” for the various r and 
radii. These dim M,” then become the initial data for determining the 
OJ(Y, m,) (using the table at the end of Section 1) that enter into Eq. (4.35) 
for N = 5 and for each R$(M,); thus, we determine dim MJ, etc. 
(b) The fact that for N L 5 every multiplet is fundamental is quite 
surprising in view of the fact that the result does not apply for N = 3 and 4. 
This result has important implications for the structure of the degeneracy 
sets E,(n,m) themselves as we discuss in the concluding section. 
(c) We now see that fundamental multiplets have the same radius 
whenever two numbers of the form Nk, - r2 with k, E T(mod2) are 
equal. For example, for N = 9, this occurs for M,, multiplets of (radius)2 = 
R2(MO) = 9k, = 9(2~), (since k, and r have the same parity), and M,, 
multiplets with R2(Mk3) = 9kk3 - 9 = 9(2~ + 1) - 9 = 9(2~). A similar 
remark applies, of course, to scaled multiplets. 
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5. THE NONFUNDAMENTAL MULTIPLETS 
We have shown in Corollary 4.3 that all multiplets are fundamental for 
N 2 5. This is an important simplification for using formulas (3.1 l)-(3.13) 
in the construction of multiplets in LN from degeneracy-sets {EN- ,( a, ma)}, 
since these degeneracy-sets are themselves constructed from fundamental 
multiplets for N - 1 2 5 (Theorem 1.1). However, as may be shown by 
example, the construction of the fundamental multiplets in L5, using Eqs. 
(3.1 l)-(3.13), requires degeneracy-sets { E4( (Y, m,)}, which are constructed 
from multiplets in L4 that may not be fundamental. 
It is useful to give a specific occurrence of a fundamental multiplet in L5 
that shows the structure alluded to above: Using Eqs. (3.1 l)-(3.13), we find 
that the multiplet M2 C L5 with R2(M2) = 136 is given by 
M2 = M2(8) U M2(13) U M2(18) U M,(23), 
where 
M,(a) = WY - a9 -41~ E E4hm,)~ 
in which the relevant degeneracy-sets for cu = 8,13,18,23 are 
These degeneracy-sets are, in turn, found (using Theorem 1.1) from the 
multiplets in L4 given by 2M,, M- , , 2MI_, , and M, , , where 
Ma, M- , , MI_, , M, , are fundamental multiplets of (radii)2 given by 24, 75, 
11, and 3, respectively. Thus, E4(8, 40) and E4( 18,92) are constructed from 
the scaled multiplets 2Ma and 2Mi_ ,, respectively. 
In order to complete explicitly the construction of all multiplets and all 
degeneracy sets using Theorems 1.1 and 3.2, in turn, we now give the 
construction of all nonfundamental multiplets for N = 3 and 4. 
It is convenient in what follows to introduce the notations M,* and M, to 
denote fundamental and nonfundamental multiplets, respectively. 
THEOREM 5.1. For N = 3, all nonfundamental multiplets are obtained 
from fundamental ones by the following relations: 
M, = aM,*, 
M; = u,,M$, U a,,&+,, 
M,, = u+,M:,, - (5-l) 
iK, = u-,M$,, 
where u > 1 and uT > 1 (T = 0, It 1) are any integers that satisfy a, E 
~(mod3) and (0,~) = (u,,p) = 1, wherep denotes an arbitrary 6h + 1 prime. 
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Proof. The strategy is to show that the sets (5.1) are indeed nonfunda- 
mental multiplets and then to show that this list is categoric- that is, that 
no nonfundamental multiplets have been left out. 
Let us first show that the sets of points defined in Eqs. (5.1) are 
nonfundamental multiplets. The points in each set M,, MA, M, , , M’, , clearly 
belong to the same residue classes 0 and k 1 as indicated by the subscripts. 
These sets will be multiplets if they possess the following additional proper- 
ties: (i) the radii are all distinct, (ii) no points having a common radius equal 
to that of one of these sets have been left out. 
Consider the ra+ of sets of “type” M,. We must show that any two sets 
M,, = aM,* and MO = G@: have distinct radii for u # 6. Using Eqs. (4.1) 
we see that this requires the equality of two integers of the form a2(6a + 1) 
and 02(6G + l), where 6a + 1 and 6Z + 1 are products of 6h + 1 primes 
and neither u nor 0 (a # a) is divisible by a 6h + 1 prime. It follows from 
the prime number theorem that two such integers can never be equal. In 
each case, we show, using the prime number theorem, that the radii of all 
the sets (5.1) are distinct. (This includes radii within a given type as well as 
between types.) 
We have now proved (i) above- that the sets defined by Eqs. (5.1) have 
distinct radii. Let us now prove (ii)- that no points have been left out of 
these sets-by showing that all other sets obtained by scaling the funda- 
mental multiplets M,* (r = 0, 2 1) are proper subsets of those given in IQ.. 
(5.1). 
Consider first the sets of the form S, = PM,*, where p > 1 is an integer 
containing at least one 6h + 1 prime as a factor. Then p may be uniquely 
written in the form p = da, where d is a product of 6h + 1 primes and u is 
not divisible by any 6h + 1 prime. Thus, we find S,, = a(dM2). Observe 
now that dM,* is a proper subset of a fundamental multiplet M,* of radius 
dR( M,* ). Thus, S,, is a proper subset of the set fiO = uG,, hence, is itself 
not a multiplet. Similarly, we introduce the sets Si = pO MY& ,, S, , = 
p+,Mf,, S’,, = ;O- , MC,, where each p, = r(mod 3) contains at least one 
6h + 1 prime. We may then write each p, as p, = d’a,, where a, = r(mod3) 
contains no 6h + 1 prime divisors. [The three factors d’ are congruent to 
1 (mod 3).] Thus, e_ach set S& Sk,, S’+, is a proper subset of the sets 
@h = ur,@+ , U a, M: ,, @+ , = u+ ,a: I, - @+ , = u- ,k$ ,, - respectively, 
where MT,, a%,, and @, denote the fundamental multiplets such that 
a;, II d”M* +,, a:, 3 d +‘X,, 
s;, Sk,, S+, are not multiplets. 
and a$ 1 > d -‘MC ,. Thus, the sets 
We have now proved that every scaling of a fundamental multiplet is 
included in the four sets of Eqs. (5.1). Since any point of a nonfundamental 
multiplet belongs to some scaling of a fundamental multiplet (Theorem 2.2) 
it must belong to exactly one of the sets MO, MA, M, ,, M’, ,. Hence these 
sets are (nonfundamental) multiplets. 
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Finally, since the radii of these multiplets are distinct, no additional 
multiplets can be obtained by taking unions of these. It follows that there 
exist no fundamental multiplets not included in Eqs. (5.1). Cl 
The results for N = 4 are similar, but much simpler than those for N = 3, 
as given by 
THEOREM 5.2. For N = 4, all nonfundamental multiplets are given by the 
following simple scalings of fundamental multiplets: 
where a E Z+ . 
MO = 2aM,*, 
M; = 2”(2M:, U 2&i:,), 
Ml = 2”M;, (5.2) 
M2 = =f*,,, 
ProoJ We follow the same strategy as that used in the proof of Theorem 
5.1, beginning with the proof that the sets M,, M& Ml, and M2 are 
nonfundamental multiplets and then showing that no nonfundamental mul- 
tiplets have been left out of Eqs. (5.2). 
The points in each set (5.2) clearly belong to the same residue class as 
indicated by the subscripts on M,,, M& Ml, and M2; moreover, using the 
radii of fundamental multiplets given by Eqs. (4.4), it is easy to prove that 
these sets have distinct radii for distinct values of a E Z+ . 
Let us next show that no points having the residue class and radius of one 
of these sets have been left out. We will prove this by demonstrating that all 
other sets obtained by scaling the fundamental multiplets M,* (7 = 0, k 1,2) 
are either subsets of fundamental multiplets or of the sets given in Eqs. 
(5.2). 
For this purpose, we introduce all possible scalings of fundamental 
multiplets that give sets of points of the same residue class and radius: 
S,, =pM;,S; =4pM*,,,S; =2pM,*, 
S k, = (4~ + I)%,, S’+, = (4~ - l)MS,, 
S, = (4p I!Z l)M,* , S; = 2(2p + l)M&, 
where p is any integer p E Z + . Using the radii of fundamental multiplets 
given by Eqs. (4.4) and the fact that the square of an odd integer times 
2h + 1, 8A + 3, and 4X + 1, respectively, is again an integer of the form 
2~ + 1, 8~ + 3, and 4~ + 1, we conclude: 
(i) The sets Sk,, Sl,,, and S, are proper subsets of fundamental 
multiplets of types M*, , , Mf ,, and M;, respectively; S; is a proper subset 
of a set of type Mz given in Eqs. (5.2). 
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(ii) If p is odd, th e sets S,,, S& and St are proper subsets of fundamen- 
tal multiplets of type M,*; if p is even, then p = 2”(2b + l), a E Z+ , b E Z 
in which case the sets SO, S& and Sl are proper subsets, respectively, of sets 
of the type Ma, M& and IV{ given in Eqs. (5.2). 
We have thus proved that every point belonging to any scaled fundamen- 
tal multiplet belongs either to another fundamental multiplet or to one of 
the sets given by Eqs. (5.2). It follows that there are no other points in the 
sets (5.2) and they are therefore nonfundamental multiplets. Finally, since 
the radii of the multiplets (5.2) are distinct, no additional multiplets can be 
obtained by taking unions of these (Theorem 2.2). No other nonfundamen- 
tal multiplets exist. 0 
Remark. Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are more detailed versions of Theorem 
2.2, resulting from the fact that one is now able to implement explicitly 
restrictions imposed by the forms of the radii of fundamental multiplets (see 
Remark (b) following Theorem 2.2). 
&SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the preceding sections, we have developed a uniform method for 
calculating all degeneracy-sets E,(n,m) for any dimension N 2 3 using a 
recursive chain, which may be denoted symbolically by 
each N = 2,3,... . The initial data may taken to be either the multiplets 
44’ C L*, the degeneracy-sets E2(n,m), or the multiplets M3 C L3, since 
the latter were determined explicitly in Ref. [I]. 
For completeness of this uniform treatment (and for noting an interesting 
property concerning fundamental multiplets given below), we give explicitly 
the multiplets {A#*} and the degeneracy-sets {E2} in terms of the notations 
of Theorems 1.1 and 3.2, which are the two results used to implement he 
recursive calculations implied by (6.1). 
The multiplets M, C L* are of two types: M,, and M, containing points 
having even integer coordinates and odd integer coordinates, respectively. 
These multiplets are completely determined by their radii, which are given, 
respectively, by R, = 2a and R, = 2a + 1, a E Z; they contain but a 
single lattice point of L*: 
MO = 2uil4:, 
M, = (2u + l)MF, (6.2) 
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where 
iv: = {(1,-l)}. (6.3) 
A degeneracy-set E,(n,m) is obtained from the multiplets M, and M, by 
[see Eq. (1.19)] 
E,(n,m) = 0, 
= {+(k + n, -k + n)}, 
if 2m - n2 is not a perfect square, 
if2m-n2 =k2,kEZ. 
(6.4 
The relation of the nonempty set { t( k + n, -k + n)} to the multiplets M, 
and M, is M, = {(k, -k)} for k even and M, = {(k, -k)} for k odd [see 
Eq. (1.19)]. In this way (trivial for N = 2), all degeneracy-sets E,(n,m) are 
constructed from the multiplets M,, and M, in L2. 
One may now use Theorem 3.2 and the degeneracy-sets E,(n,m) given by 
Eq. (6.4) to calculate the elements in the multiplets in L3, etc., so that the 
general recursive construction continues in an obvious way. 
The definition of a fundamental multiplet is a key concept for the 
classification of multiplets, particularly, since one is able then to give 
explicitly the form of all other multiplets (the nonfundamental ones in 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2). Not only is this classification important for imple- 
menting the recursive calculation of multiplets and degeneracy-sets, it also is 
a significant property of solutions to pairs of Diophantine equations of the 
type discussed in Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 
Perhaps the most striking result is that for N = 2 there exists exactly one 
fundamental multiplet [see Eqs. (6.2), and (6.3)], while for N 2 5, all 
multiplets are fundamental (Corollary 4.3). We find this abrupt transition 
from one fundamental multiplet (N = 2) to a mixture of fundamental and 
nonfundamentals (N = 3,4) to all fundamentals (N 2 5) to be quite re- 
markable. 
Let us conclude by noting that the technique developed here is algorith- 
mic in structure and, as such, is mute in suggesting any underlying algebraic 
structures (for general N) such as that found for N = 3 (the map from 
barycentric coordinates to points of the quadratic field K(m); see Ref. 
[lb 
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